EVERSON SOCCER ACADEMY
LESSON PLAN
AGE GROUP: U10

WEEK #2

ACTIVITY
Fundamental | Warm-up | Footskills (15'-20`)
‣ Everyone with a ball– moving and dribbling.
‣ On coaches command, players must do a move.
‣ After doing a move players continue to dribble.
Progressions: After doing a move, players must accelerate as fast as they can.
Specify what moves they should do at first.
Move: Review 1st Week + (Wave, Scissors)
Key Coaching Points:
‣ Head up to read game
‣ Fake to throw defender off
‣ Change of direction
‣ Change of speed

Match Related Activity (15'-20`)
When the ball is boucing
‣ Everyone dribbling a ball, on the coaches signal players pick up the soccer ball
in their hands and toss the ball up and on the second bounce players must
receive the ball.
‣ Players must always be on their toes and attack the ball to receive.
When the ball is on the ground
‣ Have players 6 yards from each other passing.
‣ Focus on receiving bottom or inside of the foot.
Key Coaching Points:
‣ Receive with bottom, inside, laces.
‣ Keep the ball close to you after receiving.
‣ Dribble with speed after.

Smal Sided game | 3v3 (15'-20`)
‣ When the team has no possession of the ball one of the players has to play GK.
‣ Every time they receive the ball with inside or bottom of their foot they get a
point. Goals are also worth 1 point.
‣ Encourage players to receive the ball.
‣ Three passes before scoring. GK must stay between the cone (goals).
Key Coaching Points:
‣ Receiving the ball EVERY TIME
‣ Head up to read game
‣ Body feint to throw defender off
‣ Change of direction to find support
‣ Change of speed

Match Condition Game | 4v4 (15'-20`)
‣ Players must receive the ball (No first time passing).
‣ Give points for goals and for players making a good first touch.
Key Coaching Points:
‣ Observe to see if session has helped with dribbling to beat an opponent
‣ Ask them to change direction and look for support.

THEME: RECEIVING
DIAGRAM

